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Acoustic healing songs, uplifting and catchy, to touch the heart, nourish the soul and support the

journey."A lifeguard in the sea of negativity." 15 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Healing, EASY LISTENING:

Mature Details: Music is a powerful healer. The songs on this recording are intended to help the world

heal, a song at a time, through all of life's transitions - the changes, the losses, the challenges, the

triumphs and the dreams that are part of the human experience. Original healing songs to uplift and

inspire. Acoustic music to touch the heart and nourish the soul. Read what others are saying about Sandi

Kimmel's TRANSITIONS CD: REVIEWS  FEEDBACK "Just as the angels of heaven sing in melodic and

lilting harmony, there are angels among us here on earth who use the language of music, singing our

spirits into heaven on translucent angel wings. The lyrics and music of Sandi Kimmel's Transitions CD is

as inspiring as the first rays of light at dawn, as joyful as the flutter of butterfly wings, as comforting as a

warm cup of tea and as healing as the kindness and love of a friend. As a music healer and chronicler of

the inner journey, Ms. Kimmel has met her calling here on earth with spiritual authenticity and wisdom."

Spiritual Sisters of the Internet Caf newsletter, spiritualsisters "The following CD I am reviewing today is

magical and relaxing. If I did not already own it, I would buy it again. TRANSITIONS by Sandi Kimmel is

the only vocal on my CD player. Sandi's lyrics are happy, uplifting, simple and toe tapping. It makes my

heart smile." Mary Ellen "AngelScribe," author of "Expect Miracles" and "A Christmas Full of Miracles,"

angelscribe "You can now have the pleasure of hearing Sandi's music, which will touch you deeply. If

you've been feeling somewhat distant from your own heart, this CD is guaranteed to assist in

re-establishing a connection. This is music for the heart and soul and whatever ails you. It's about the ups

and downs, the joys and wonders and changes (Transitions) of life. Listen to it. You'll thank me." John
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Sackett, Editor, New Horizons Newsletter, newhorizons@topica.com "Singer/songwriter, music healer

and storyteller, Sandi Kimmel's debut CD gives words and wings to all the joys and sorrows, losses and

gains, agony and ecstasy, hopes and dreams of the experience of being human. Her uplifting and

inspiring lyrics remind us of a universal message of joy, hope, love, gratitude, appreciation, and a

connection to all life. A great CD to get stuck in traffic with or to help smooth out the edges of a stressful

day." KJ Lightsurfer, Webmaster and Healer "Thanks for your beautiful album. It is so dear. Keep

shining!" Alan Cohen, best-selling author of "The Dragon Doesn't Live Here Anymore," "I Had It All The

Time," "Joy Is My Compass," and others. "It's early Sunday morning and I've been listening to your CD as

I compose a difficult, heart felt and emotional letter to someone I care about. I've been experiencing the

healing effect of your music up front and personal and I'm in awe. It moved me so much. Thank you for all

the truth your music expresses." Margaret S. "Ahhhh! I loved it. Your voice is so deep and rich and the

sound just seems to come out effortlessly. I loved that the lyrics showed depth of feeling and stayed

positive, showing how even the painful moments of questioning and emptiness are there to provide

contrast and impetus to open us to the Light in the heart." Kanta B. "Your CD, TRANSITIONS, is

everything and more than I was expecting. The sound is clear, your voice has feeling from the heart, and

each song is a gem. Wow! I gave one to Myra, who has MS, and we listened to it together. She is totally

blind now and very sad but while listening to your songs, she was smiling and swaying side to side in her

wheelchair." Teresa K. "I wanted to tell you that my husband has recently discovered your music. He

LOVES it and said that it was the best spiritual music that he has ever heard. He thinks that it is very pure

and moving. It had a big effect on him when he first heard it." Jeannie W. "You made a great CD. I

listened to it three times yesterday and it moved me to tears of happiness several times. I predict that it

will become very popular and give support and comfort to many in need." Ingemar S. "Your music is

simply wonderful! My dear friend, Dave, has been fighting cancer and I think your music would be a good

tonic for him. Please send him a copy of the CD with my love." Jim S. "I LOVE your CD!! I have played it

virtually non-stop since receiving it. It came to me at a much-needed time in my life. It is truly uplifting and

wonderful. It brought tears to my eyes. I also visited your website and especially enjoyed your stories.

Inspiration is EXACTLY what I need at this point. Thank you for your gift of music." Molly M. "I'm writing to

tell you that we have listened to your CD the last couple of nights and the darn thing is only getting better

and better. It is addictive." Lena S. "I've listened to your CD a billion times over and have found great



solace and wisdom as I work through my big shift. I've begun to use it as part of my yoga classes. I play it

while my students are in relaxation pose and the feedback has been wonderful." Whitney C. "You can feel

the love coming through this heartfelt and wonderful collection of music. Truly beautiful and healing. I fell

in love with this CD right from the start. The music and words are deeply inspirational and will go right to

your heart." Ann Marie S. "I can't say enough about your wonderful CD. Even though I'm not a big music

listener, I was really struck by the power of your songs. It's very evident you poured your whole soul into it

and you have a fabulous product here that I'm sure will help a lot of people." Randy K. "Thank you so

much for your remarkably beautiful, soulful, incredibly gorgeous music. It truly soothes my soul as it's

supposed to do." Marlene S. "I received a copy of your CD for my birthday and I just wanted to tell you

how deeply the songs touch me. It's really amazing. I get very emotional and start to cry. And my kids

love to listen to it, they love the music. Thank you so much for creating it. It is truly wonderful." Isabella D.

"I have never seen such talent in one person. The music is absolutely beautiful and very soulful. You

certainly are an angel." Mickey P. "Is there a 12-Step Program for your CD? I can't stop listening to it. It

has pre-empted every other song in my brain. This is serious!" Jody S. BIO INFORMATION: Sandi

Kimmel is a singer-songwriter/music healer sharing her loving energy through her music. She shares her

music and her heart with all kinds of audiences in cafes, concert halls, hospitals, recovery centers,

nursing homes and senior centers, as well as singing her healing songs to hospice patients as they

prepare for their transition from this world. A former corporate executive, Sandi left the business world in

1993 determined to live an authentic life, wherever that would lead her. A songwriter since childhood, she

finally let her music be her path. She feels blessed to be living this life, created by the healing power of

music.
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